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Abstract. In a companion paper diffractive-refractive optics components such as Fresnel Zone Plates and their
derivatives have been proposed as a basis for telescope systems for X-ray and gamma-ray astronomy with high
sensitivity and superb angular resolution. A wide family of configurations is possible and the first paper con-
centrated on simple systems for gamma-ray energies. The main problems arise from the very long focal lengths
involved (∼106 km) and from chromatic aberration in the focussing system. Ideas are presented here that could in
some circumstances allow the focal length to be reduced by many orders of magnitude. In addition it is shown how
lenses which are to first order achromatic might be constructed. Finally, the possibility of using similar optical
components for X-ray and gamma-ray interferometry is discussed.
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1. Introduction

In a companion paper (Skinner 2001, Paper I), the pos-
sibility was discussed of using diffractive-refractive optics
to overcome the limitations encountered in hard X-ray
and gamma-ray astronomy due to limited sensitivity and
poor angular resolution. It was shown that devices based
on Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs), in particular the Phase
Fresnel Lens (PFL), show great promise in this respect.
An example device working at 500 keV would consist of a
simple aluminium disk just over 1 mm thick and perhaps
5 m in diameter with concentric circular profiled grooves.
It could provide a factor of 103–104 improvement in sen-
sitivity over present generation gamma-ray instruments
and at the same time have an angular resolution at the
microarcsec level – a factor of >108 improvement. The
main difficulties arise through the very long focal lengths
involved (∼106 km for the examples in Paper I) and the
narrow energy range with a given detector plane position
which results from the chromatic nature of the images.
In addition, because of the extremely high angular reso-
lution, a detector with a reasonable area and number of
pixels corresponds to a very small field of view.

Variations on the theme of diffractive-refractive lenses
are discussed here, particularly with a view to alleviating
these limitations.

? e-mail: skinner@cesr.fr

Gamma-ray lenses with large apertures and long focal
lengths were stressed in Paper I because obtaining ex-
tremely high angular resolution was one of the objectives
of the studies which led to the ideas presented there. The
reduction of the focal length by using the finest possible
groove spacing, by working at lower energies and by us-
ing smaller apertures are first discussed (Sect. 2). Among
other possibilities, a novel technique, the coded zone plate
array, which could allow all of these developments to be
combined is presented (2.3). Sections 3 and 4 discuss ways
in which the bandwidth could be increased, including the
use of the equivalent of an achromatic doublet. Finally, the
prospects for X-ray and gamma-ray interferometry using
diffractive-refractive optics are discussed (Sect. 5).

2. Design considerations and the implications of
reducing the focal length

The effective angular resolution of a PFL telescope with a
lens of diameter d and focal length f operating at photon
energy E, or wavelength λ, results from the combination
of three blurring contributions:
(i) the diffraction limited angular resolution

θd = 1.22λ/d, (1)

(ii) the detector spatial resolution limit

θs = ∆x/f, (2)
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(iii) the chromatic aberration limit (see Paper I)

θ∆E = 0.2 (∆E/E) (d/f). (3)

Here ∆x is the detector spatial resolution and ∆E is
the energy bandwidth over which observations are made.
Notice in particular how θ∆E is inversely proportional to
f/d, the f -number of the lens.

When the very best angular resolution is sought, sim-
ple choices of parameters lead to focal lengths of the order
of 106 km. Particularly where one can accept resolution
which is lower (but which may nevertheless be orders of
magnitude better than the current state of the art), there
may be grounds for reducing the focal length as much as
possible. Not only are spacecraft operations simplified but
the linear size of an image element, and hence the detector
background noise, can be reduced and the field of view for
a given detector size can be increased. Table 1 addresses
the considerations.

The equation for the focal length

f = pmind/2λ

= 0.40× 106
( pmin

1 mm

)( d

1 m

)(
E

1 MeV

)
km

shows that f may be reduced by decreasing the finest pitch
pmin (that at the periphery of the lens), by decreasing the
lens diameter d, or by working at a lower energy E. The
implications of these three possibilities are considered in
the following sections.

2.1. Fine pitch PFLs

The extent to which the focal length can be reduced by
using a finer pitch is limited by the technologies avail-
able for making the lens. For a given energy, the required
thickness, tmax = t2π, depends on the material (it is ap-
proximately inversely proportional to the density), but is
otherwise fixed (Paper I, Fig. 2). Thus a finer pitch implies
a higher aspect ratio tmax/pmin.

Consider, for example the 5 m diameter 500 keV lens
considered in Paper I. With the finest pitch pmin = 1 mm
discussed there, the focal length is 106 km. If pmin can
be reduced to 50 µm the focal length would be a “mere”
50 000 km. As can be seen from Table 2b, with a reason-
able bandwidth of 2.5 keV, chromatic aberration would
degrade the angular resolution to 27 µ′′ corresponding to
a focal spot size of about 6 mm. Although now far from
the diffraction limit, the angular resolution would still be
104 times better than the current state of the art. Point
source sensitivity would be only slightly degraded and sen-
sitivity to a resolved extended source would be enhanced
by a factor ∼400.

If the lens were made out of aluminium, as assumed in
Paper I, the aspect ratio would be 20 – a figure difficult to
achieve with conventional manufacturing techniques. This
can be reduced somewhat if a denser material is used;
for example with Molybdenum tmax would be reduced to
335 µm, giving an aspect ratio of less than 7. Despite the

higher Z, at 500 keV the absorbtion losses would only be
marginally increased and would remain below 2%.

The lens could also be constructed by stacking a num-
ber of well aligned components, each component having
a lower aspect ratio but such that the total thickness
of material encountered by the radiation varies with ra-
dius in just the way required. This is essentially the tech-
nique which has been successfully used for purely refrac-
tive lenses at synchrotron facilities (Lengeler et al. 1999;
Piestrup et al. 2000).

Among the technologies which might be considered for
constructing a lens with a fine pitch and high aspect ra-
tio are (a) diamond turning, (b) stereolithography and
(c) stacking of photochemically machined grids. All of
these are possible approaches. In particular (c) has al-
ready been successfully employed in a very similar ap-
plication. It was used to produce grids for HESSI with
34 µm pitch and 1 mm thickness by stacking 15 µm etched
Molybdenum foils (Desai et al. 1999). By stacking grids
with different open-fraction, a stepped approximation to
the required PFL profile (cf. di Fabrizio & Gentili 1999)
could be obtained.

2.2. Lower energies: X-ray PFLs

To obtain microarcsec resolution in the X-ray band
requires large diameters (30 m aperture at 10 keV, for
example, and correspondingly larger diameters at lower
energies). Diffractive lenses are simple and do not require
precision alignment, so by using deployment systems de-
vices on this scale are not inconceivable. For the high-
est angular resolutions it is more likely that interferomet-
ric systems with unfilled apertures would be used in this
regime and how that might be done will be discussed sepa-
rately below. However, where ultimate angular resolution
is not the goal, working at X-ray energies allows PFLs of
shorter focal length to be used.

For the purposes of defining an example system, a de-
tector resolution of ∆E/E = 2% has been assumed, con-
sistent with what is achievable with silicon pixel detectors.
The size of the illuminated spot on the detector is dictated
by chromatic aberration (Eq. (3)).

Absorbtion is more important in X-ray lenses than in
those for gamma-rays and in contrast to the situation at
higher energies, low Z materials are significantly better
than high Z ones. However, as can be seen from Table 2c,
at 10 keV materials such as a polycarbonate plastic1 are
still reasonably efficient and the difficulty and expense of
using materials like Beryllium are probably not justified.

The example in Table 2c, shows how the focal length
can be vastly reduced (to 400 km with the parameters

1 An interesting aspect of the use at ∼keV energies of lenses
made from materials which are transparent in the visible or
infrared is the possibility of testing them with radiation of a
wavelength chosen such that the ratio δ/λ is identical to that in
the X-ray band. The same focal spot size should be obtained,
but with a focal length reduced by a factor of the order of 103.
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Table 1. Implications of reducing the focal length.

Advantages Disadvantages

Reduced gravity gradient forces Chromatic abberation worse
(or d, or ∆E/E, reduced)

Larger field of view Pointing determination by spacecraft
position measurement more difficult

Better sensitivity (particularly Angular resolution may be
to low surface brightness objects) detector limited

Lens manufacture more critical

Table 2. Some possible lenses with reduced focal length compared with an example lens discussed in Paper I.

(a) (b) (c) (d)
e.g. from Paper I Fine Pitch Low Energy Small Diameter

Energy, E (keV) 500 500 10 10
Diameter d (m) 5 5 5 0.0251

Finest Pitch, pmin (µm) 1000 50 20 10
Focal length, f (km) 106 50 000 400 1
Material Aluminium Molybdenum Plastic Silicon
Thickness, tmax (µm) 1150 335 50 25
Aspect ratio tmax/p 1.2 7 2.5 2
Losses

Absorbtion 1.3% 1.5% 8% 9.5%
Due to stepped approximation 18%

Detector plane
Assumed ∆E (keV) 2.5 2.5 0.2 0.2
Assumed pixel size ∆x (mm) 2 2 2 0.025

Angular resolution2

Diffraction limit, θd 0.13 µ′′ 0.13 µ′′ 6 µ′′ 1.2 m′′

Detector limit, θs 0.41 µ′′ 8 µ′′ 1 m′′ 5 m′′

Chromatic aberration, θ∆E 1.28 µ′′ 26 µ′′ 13 m′′ 25 m′′

Total, θtot 1.35 µ′′ 27 µ′′ 13 m′′ 26 m′′

Field of view
per m of detector 200 µ′′ 4 m′′ 0.5 ′′ 200 ′′

Sensitivity3

Continuum (Photons cm−2 s−1 keV−1) 3× 10−10 3× 10−10 4× 10−9 8× 10−8

Narrow line (Photons cm−2 s−1) 1.5 × 10−9 1.5× 10−9 4× 10−10 1× 10−8

Diffuse narrow line (Photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1) 1.3× 1013 3.3× 1010 3× 105 1× 106

Notes:
1. Stepped; an array of 1024 such lenses in a CZP (Sect. 2.3) is assumed in the sensitivity calculations.
2. Microarcsec (µ′′) or milliarcsec (m′′).
3. Sensitivity calculations are for 5σ in one resolution element in 106 s and assume a background of 5 × 10−6 events
cm−2 s−1 keV−1 at 500 keV and 2× 10−4 events cm−2 s−1 keV−1 at 10 keV.

assumed), although with the smaller f -number chromatic
aberration leads to angular resolution degraded to the mil-
liarcsec level.

2.3. Small diameter PFLs: The coded zone plate array

Particularly at X-ray energies, relatively short focal
lengths can be obtained if the lens diameter is modest.
As an example we consider a lens with the parameters in

Table 2d which correspond to focal length of 1 km, though
the lens diameter would be only 25 mm. A 4-level stepped
PFL with an aspect ratio (thickness/pitch) of ∼2 made
from silicon has been assumed, although plastic or other
materials could also be used.

Such a lens might have a high efficiency. For a 150 µm
diameter stepped lens working at 7 keV, di Fabrizio &
Gentili (1999) have measured 55% efficiency compared
with a theoretical value of 72% showing that, even when
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Fig. 1. A coded zone plate array constructed using the placing
algorithm in Eq. (7). The zone plates could be increased in
size to fill the gaps but this is not shown here to make the
construction more apparent.

working on a small scale requiring sub-micron precision,
performance not far from the theoretical limit can be
achieved.

The effective area of a single lens with the parameters
in Table 2d would be too small for most astronomical ap-
plications. However, without entering here into detailed
consideration of fabrication techniques, mass production
of such lenses and the assembly of a large array of lenses
is certainly conceivable and we will consider here the use
of such an array.

Consider an array of identical FZP (or PZP or PFL)
lenses specified by A(x, y) which contains a δ-function at
each position where a lens is centred. The resulting image
recorded in the focal plane will be

I = P � S = (A� P0)� S (4)

where P is the point source response function (PSF) of
the compound lens, P0 that of an individual lens and �
is the convolution operator. Addition of intensities rather
than complex amplitudes is assumed here for simplicity
and because, assuming that the typical separation between
lenses is greater than the size of a single lens, interference
effects will give rise to structure only on a scale finer than
than the core of the PSF.

Equation (4) implies that there will be ambiguities in
the image arising from the multi-peaked nature of A�P0.
If A represents a regular grid, there is little which can
be done to resolve that ambiguity. The problem is simi-
lar to that of decoding the image recorded in the detector
plane of a coded mask telescope where the images cast
by different holes in the mask, each acting as the pinhole
in a pinhole camera, overlap. Suppose now that A is not

simply a regular rectangular grid but that each lens, i,
is at a position aij, which is allocated either randomly
or according to some algorithm. As with a coded mask
telescope, a good estimate of the object field can be ob-
tained by performing a correlation between the observed
flux distribution and A:

Ŝ = A� I = A� (A� P � S)
= ACF (A) � (P � S). (5)

Thus the effective PSF of the system as a whole (hard-
ware plus post-processing) is like that of a single lens, ex-
cept that it is convolved with the autocorrelation function,
ACF (A) = A�A.

The effective PSF will have sidelobes which reach to
height n/N of the central peak, where a signal is detected
from N individual lenses and where a particular vector
separation aij−akl between lens centres is repeated up to
n times. Separations should be considered distinct if they
differ by more than size of the focal spot, sd = fθd = 0.61p
(from Eqs. (1), (3))2. The problem of choosing the array A
to minimise the number of repeated separations is related
to those of designing coded mask patterns and of laying
out radio interferometer arrays (Golay 1971; Kopilovich
1998). For the present purposes a possible algorithm is

aij = (id+ i2sd)x0 + (jd+ j2sd)y0, (6)

where x0,y0 are unit vectors. In this case

aij − akl = (i− k)
(
1 + (i+ k) sdd

)
dx0

+ (j − k)
(
1 + (j + l) sdd

)
dy0 (7)

and provided (i + k)sd/d < 1 each vector separation will
only occur once and the highest sidelobe will have height
1/N . For largeN this means that the imaging performance
is essentially that of a single lens, while the sensitivity will
be N1/2 times better.

Because of the small thickness needed to produce the
required phase shifts, it should be possible to reduce the
pitch to the point where the diffraction limited spatial
resolution is well matched to the pixel size. In the exam-
ple given in Table 2d the pixel size and energy resolution
possible with large format CCDs are assumed. An array
of such detectors would be needed. Although the angular
resolution and sensitivity could never be as good as with
a large single long focus lens they are nevertheless com-
petitive with what is possible in other ways and the focal
length can be reduced to ∼1 km.

3. Multi-energy lenses

PFLs can operate at any energy over a wide range by
moving the detector to the appropriate focal plane, as was
shown in Paper I. However because of chromatic aberra-
tion, for a given detector position the energy response is

2 For simplicity it is assumed here that the system is diffrac-
tion limited.
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quite restricted. We consider now ways in which the same
lens can operate at more than one energy simultaneously.

A simple approach would be to divide the area of the
lens into regions, for example into sectors, with a subset
of the regions allocated to focussing each of a number of
different energies onto the same focal plane. Multiple en-
ergies could be focussed, but at the expense of reduced
effective area at each energy and of a slight degradation
of the point source response function, due to the incom-
pletely filled aperture.

Even a PFL with its whole surface area perfectly opti-
mised for one energy naturally has some response at cer-
tain other energies. A PFL can be considered as a variable
pitch grating which is blazed by arranging that each cy-
cle is a prism directing the radiation towards the order
n = +1. Consider a lens designed for energy E1 (wave-
length λ1) at which the real part of the refractive index is
µr = 1− δ1. For radiation of energy E2 = n E1, where n
is an integer greater than 1, at which µr = 1− δ2, the the
order n focus will be be at the same distance f . Ignoring
absorption losses, the fraction of energy which goes into
this focus is I = AA∗, where

A =
1
p

∫ r0+p

r0

exp
[2πi
λ2

(
t(r)δ2 −

r(r − r0)
f

)]
dr. (8)

The integration may be over any complete cycle of the
sawtooth profile and it has been assumed that r is large
for simplicity. Putting in the thickness profile

t(r) =
r(r − r0)
fδ1

, (9)

which is ideal at energy E1, and using the fact that at high
energy δnE = δE/n

2 and the value fλ1/r0 for p (Eq. (4)),
one finds

A =
1
p

∫ r0+p

r0

exp
[2πi
λ1

r(r − r0)
f

( 1
n
− n

)]
dr

=
exp(−2πi

(
n− 1

n

))
− 1

2π(n− 1
n

) i.

This is non-zero for all n, showing that even an ideal lens
which puts all the flux at the nominal energy E1 into the
first order focus at distance f will put some of the flux
at energy E2 = 2E1 and at E3 = 3E1, etc. into the n =
+2,+3, . . . focii for these energies. So a detector at the
nominal focal plane will be able to receive weak images
at integer multiples of the nominal energy. The efficiency
will, however, be low (Table 3, Col. c).

One can, however, do better. Adding over part of the
surface of a PFL a layer of thickness kλ1/δ1 = kt2π, for
any integer k, will not affect the performance at energy E1

except for some increased absorption losses which may not
be too serious if kt2π is not too large. Thus a Phase Zone
Plate (PZP) for another wavelength can be added in front
of the PFL while scarcely affecting the performance at the
nominal energy. This leads to the structure illustrated in
Fig. 2. The focal plane of the PZP at its design energy E2

can be the same as that of the PFL at E1. The concept

Fig. 2. The development of a lens for two energies by adding
to the basic PFL in a) material as shown in b) which produces
a integral number of wavelengths shift at the nominal energy.
The additional material which forms a PZP at a different en-
ergy can be part of the PFL as in c) and if desired a single
combined pattern could be used as in d). The case illustrated
is k = 2, m = 2, corresponding to E2 = 2E1.

Table 3. The efficiency at different energies of lenses us-
ing the principle in Fig. 2 compared with that of a simple
PFL. The 500 keV example from Paper I is used used as a
basis. The PZP pitch is m times smaller that that of the PFL.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Energy keV PFL PFL plus PZP
k = 1 k = 2 k = 2
m = 2 m = 3 m = 4

Enom 500 98.7% 98.7% 98.6% 98.6%
2Enom 1000 4.4% 24.5%
3Enom 1500 1.0% 29.6%
4Enom 4000 0.3% 35.3%

naturally leads to combinations of E1 and E2 which are
in simple ratios (e.g. Table 3), but other ratios can be
accommodated with minimal reduction in efficiency.

The efficiency of a PZP is not as good as that of a
PFL, being limited to 40.4%, and the presence of the PFL
leads to further phase shifts which reduce the efficiency
compared to an ideal PZP. But useful additional perfor-
mance can be obtained with virtually no impact on the
performance of the basic PFL (see Table 3).

4. Correcting chromatic aberration

The PFL depends heavily on refraction as well as on
diffraction. It can be considered either as a refractively
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Fig. 3. a) The visible-light analogue of the proposed achro-
matic system – a diverging, high dispersion lens compensates
the dispersion in a stronger converging lens. b) An X-ray
or gamma-ray equivalent, which would, however, suffer from
strong absorption. c) Reducing the absorption by removing
layers of material. d) Combining the two components.

blazed variable pitch grating as above, or as a refractive
lens in which the thickness is reduced by removing layers
of material whose thickness is such that they correspond
to a phase shift which is a multiple of 2π.

As was noted in Paper I, in some circumstances long fo-
cal length refractive lenses could be made and used instead
of diffractive ones. But, as well as having high absorbtion
losses, such lenses would suffer even more from chromatic
aberration than their diffractive-refractive equivalent, the
focal length being proportional to E2 instead of to E.
This different energy dependence suggests the possibility
of making an achromatic pair as illustrated in Fig. 3.

If the focal lengths of the two lens components in Fig. 3
are in the ratio −2:1, then to first order dispersion effects
cancel and the focal length of the combination at energy
E + ∆E is

f = 2fd

[
1 +

(
∆E
E

)2

− 2
(

∆E
E

)3

+ . . .

]
, (10)

where fd is the focal length of the PFL component.
In practical cases the absorption losses in the refractive

component in Fig. 3b would usually be prohibitive. The
possibility exists, however, of reducing the thickness mod-
ulo some thickness tr as illustrated in Figs. 3c,d. Suppose
tr = mt2π(Enom) for some moderately large integer m,
where t2π(Enom) = δ(Enom)/λ(Enom) is the thickness re-
quired to give a phase shift of 2π at the nominal design
energy E1. The focussing properties at the nominal energy
Enom will be unchanged, but so will those for any other
energy E at which tr = m′t2π(E). Taking δ ∝ E2 implies
t2π ∝ E and one finds that correct focussing in the nomi-
nal focal plane will occur for a comb of energies within the

band for which the 2nd order and higher terms in Eq. (10)
are negligible and with an energy spacing ∼Enom/m.

The performance predicted for an example system
based on these ideas and with the parameters given in
Table 4 is shown in Fig. 4. The scheme is of greatest in-
terest when the absorbtion is low such that high values
of m can be used without the absorbtion losses becom-
ing too serious. This is the case for low Z materials and
at hard X-ray energies, the lowest absorbtion in thickness
mt2π(E) for a given m occurring at E from ∼15 keV for
beryllium up to ∼80 keV for materials such as aluminium.
For the example, a Polycarbonate lens working at 20 keV
with m = 200 has been assumed. This has a maximum
thickness of 19 mm.

Between the energies at which the correction works
best, the focal spot is spread into a disk, over which a
complex annular fringe structure extends. Thus a detector
which is considerably larger than the diffraction limited
focal spot size, but which nevertheless may be physically
quite small, can collect most of the flux incident on the
lens within the band pass of the achromat3. Where the
absorbtion losses allow, high values of m are to be pre-
ferred – if the peaks are closely spaced a small detector
can collect most of the flux at the “worst case” energies
midway between them. In the example in considered here,
a 30 mm diameter detector can receive an average of 55%
of the flux falling on a 5 m diameter lens over a bandwidth
of 3.7 keV centred on 20 keV.

The net response to a continuum source is increased
by a factor 6–9, depending on the detector size assumed.
Even after allowing for the fact that the detector back-
ground will be larger in the ∼10 times greater bandwidth,
the sensitivity to a continuum source can be expected
to be improved by a factor 2 (more for photon limited
operation).

5. Interferometry using diffractive-refractive
optics

In circumstances where angular resolution is of more im-
portance than collecting area, interferometry is likely to
be preferable to the use of a filled aperture direct imag-
ing system. Such circumstances are more likely to arise
in the X-ray band than with gamma-rays because at the
lower energies photons are more abundant while the aper-
ture size necessary for a given angular resolution is larger.
Furthermore, at lower energies it may be simply imprac-
ticable to construct a filled aperture system of a size large
enough to achieve microarcsec resolution or better.

The studies for MAXIM have identified a way in which
an X-ray interferometer system might be assembled in
space (Cash 2000). The MAXIM concept uses grazing
incidence mirrors to combine the beams but it is worth
considering whether diffractive-refractive optics might

3 A detector with sufficiently good spectral and energy res-
olution to record the fringes would move such an instrument
into the domain of interferometry, discussed in Sect. 5 below.
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Table 4. Parameters for an example refractive/diffractive
achromatic doublet.

Nominal energy, Enom 20 keV
Material Polycarbonate
Diameter, d 5 m

Diffractive (PFL) component
Finest pitch p 0.5 mm
Maximum thickness t2π 95 µm
Focal length +2× 107 m
Mean absorbtion1 0.3 %

Refactive component
Step factor m 200
Thickness reduced modulo 18.9 mm
Focal length (m) −4× 107 m
Mean absorbtion 41.2 %

Combination
Focal length (m) +4× 107 m
Mean absorbtion 41.4 %

Note: 1. Absorbtion losses are given at Enom.

Fig. 4. Efficiency as a function of energy for the achromatic
lens described in Table 4. The full line show the response for a
30 mm diameter detector and the dotted line that for a 10 mm
diameter one. The narrow peaks are for a simple PFL with the
same focal length. The effect of decreasing absorbtion as the
energy increases can be seen as a slope to the “flat” top.

provide an alternative way of doing this. Chromatic ef-
fects preclude the use of pure refractive or pure diffrac-
tive devices – for different energies the beams would cross
at very different positions (Fig. 5), but the achromatic
scheme proposed in Sect. 4 provides a possible solution to
this problem too, as shown in Figs. 6, 7.

Fig. 5. An interferometer using a diffractive-refractive beam
combiner.

Fig. 6. a) The simple grating beam combining element illus-
trated in Fig. 5. b) A diffractive + refractive variation which
would have much reduced chromatic effects. A component pro-
filed on one side only with the same dependence of thickness
with distance, analogous to Fig. 3d, might equally be used.

Although an interferometer based on these princi-
ples could be built for photon energies anywhere from a
few keV to ∼a few MeV, the most favourable part of the
spectrum for such an instrument is probably at energies of
a few tens of keV. Table 5 shows what might be involved
in obtaining 1 microarcsec resolution at 20 keV.

Simulations show that, apart from the additional ab-
sorbtion due to the increased thickness, the only adverse
effect of adding the refractive component is a periodic
modulation of the amplitude of the fringe pattern which
occurs at certain specific energies due to beating between
the two periods in the structure.

The principle advantage of this approach is that the
beam deviations are relatively insensitive to the orienta-
tion of the deviating device. A small misalignment, α, of a
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Table 5. Example Interferometer parameters. Each grating is
assumed to be 500×500 mm. Figures marked by an asterisk
apply at 20 keV.

Band (50% response) 18–22.5 (keV)

Length 105 (km)

Baseline 20 (m)
3.3× 1012 (λ)

Material Polycarbonate

Fine pitch p2 0.31 (mm)
Coarse pitch, mp2 31 (mm)

Diffractive component steps t2π 94 (µm)
Maximum Thickness 0.95 (mm)

Absorbtion losses∗ 22 (%)

Fringe spacing 0.31 (mm)
0.64 (µ′′)

Effective area∗ (per pair
of gratings) 2400 (cm2)

Fig. 7. The deflection angle as a function of energy, E, for a
simple grating as used in a PFL, for a refractive prism, and for
the combination shown in Fig. 6. The angle is relative to that
of a simple grating at the nominal energy Enom.

mirror changes the alignment of the deviated beam by 2α,
necessitating precision alignment. In contrast, errors in
the alignment of the diffractive-refractive beam combiner
have, to first order, no effect on the diffraction pattern.

Clearly longer combining elements could be used to
enable a wider band of energies to be concentrated on
the detector or other pairs of elements could be added.
Additional pairs could work at the same energy but pro-
vide baselines with different orientations, adding their
fringe patterns coherently. Alternatively they might be de-
signed for different energies and have either the same or
differently oriented baselines.

6. Conclusions

The concepts presented show how problems associated
with long focal lengths and limited bandwidth can be con-
siderably reduced by considering variations on the basic
PFL design.

Some additional complexity is introduced compared
with the very simple profiled plate PFLs presented in
Paper I, but the components required are still compar-
atively simple and share with simple PFLs the same tol-
erance to misalignments. Some compromises are involved
– in angular resolution if X-rays are used, in bandwidth
if fine pitches lead to a smaller f -number, in background
noise in the case of CZPs, and in additional absorbtion
losses at the nominal energy in the case of achromatic
lenses. However in the appropriate circumstances, the ad-
vantages offered could certainly outweigh all such limita-
tions.

The wide variety of systems which may be consid-
ered starting from simple PFLs have been illustrated by
the example concepts presented here. Instrument param-
eters which might be of interest have been chosen to
illustrate the concepts. Certainly many more variations
and combinations of the techniques need to be considered
and other regions of parameter space should be explored.
Particularly in the case of interferometry, only a general
concept has been introduced and more work is needed in
order to establish the optimum configuration and param-
eters. It is hoped that the ideas presented here will inspire
such studies.
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